The True All in One
Steam Cleaner
Vapour M4S easily converts from
a floor cleaner to a portable
steam cleaner in just one CLICK.

M4S

Vapour M4S: Technical Data
Water Capacity 600ml
Power
1200 W
Cable Length
7 metres

Boiler Pressure
3.5 bars max
Usage before refilling 20 mins approx.
Heating Time
3 mins

Accessories Included
Window Tool

Washable
microfiber pads

Small Brush with
Fitted Pad

Palette Knife + Small
Round Brushes

Detailed Nozzle
+ Grout Brush

Filler Cup
+ Funnel

Carpet Glide
+ Microfibre Pad

Parking pad

Accessory
Storage Bag

Warranty

Vapour M4S Hybrid Steam Cleaner comes with a 2
year manufacturer’s warranty.

Customer Support

Our friendly Customer Support Team is only a phone
call away to provide advice and product support.

Australia

New Zealand

Monday - Friday | 9am-5pm

Monday - Friday | 11am-7pm

Ph 1800 663 866

Ph 0800 666 783

JOIN US ON

Euroflex is a brand
of Plastecs Srl (Italy)

www.euroflex.com.au

Floors Dry Fast
Without Streaks

M4S

Euroflex Vapour M4S
The Vapour M4S is a powerful and efficient
appliance to clean the whole house from
floor to ceiling without the use of toxic
detergents.
As a floor cleaner it cleans all types of
sealed hard floors leaving them quick to
dry and streak free. It is safe to use on
timber and laminate floorboards.
As a steam cleaner it has multipurpose use
and comes with a full range of accessories
to clean and sanitise any home surface,
including tools for windows and grout
cleaning.

Euroflex products are technologically enhanced for superior performance

ULTRA DRY STEAM TECHNOLOGY
The Euroflex Vapour M4S uses advanced
technology for superior clean floors. Its
secret is the boiler and the hot plate base,
together they ensure powerful heat cuts
through tough dirt. Other floor cleaners
such as steam mops, use a simple “dripfeed” design that are prone to excessive
wetness, streaking and may even damage
water sensitive floors.

Features:
3.5 BAR MAX

Pressurised Steam
Stainless Steel Boiler

Other Boiler Advantages
Longer Life:
The boiler construction eliminates
rust, corrosion and calcium build
up for a longer product life.

Vapour M4S is equipped with a full range of
accessories to clean and sanitise any home surface.
KITCHEN CLEANING

Boiler Technology
The superior cleaning performance
of Vapour M4S comes from its
built-in pressurised stainless steel
boiler that superheats water until
250°F (120°C) to generate a hotter
and drier steam, leaving surfaces
hygienically clean and sparkling
without dull chemical residues.

MULTIFUNCTION STEAM CLEANER

NEW Ultra Dry
Steam Technology
Vapour M4S’ Hot Plate dries
out accumulating moisture on
the floor pad for a better streak
free finish. The Hot Plate also
gives extra heat to the floor
pad to soften and remove dirt
and grime faster than ever
before.

BATHROOM CLEANING

WINDOW AND MIRROR CLEANING

Ready - Made Steam:
Pre-made steam is stored and
kept super hot ready for use.

Energy Efficient:
Vapour M4S is thermostatically
controlled to save on power costs.

CHILDREN AND PET AREAS

Frontal Steam Jets
Refresh Carpet
Safe on Wood Floor
Floors Dry Fast

Electronic Steam
Release
With the touch of a button, the
steam is continuously released
with no loss of steam heat for a
more effective clean.

Double Steam
Jet Technology
The Bottom Jets continually
emit steam to clean floor
surfaces, while the Front Jets
are used “on demand” to clean
floor edges.

GROUT CLEANING AND CARPET REFRESHING

